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Based in Brisbane Australia, Eclipse Textiles is the leader in wholesale stretch fabrics with LYCRA® and Spandex fiber catering specifically for the Swimwear, Active Sports, Fashion, Dancewear and Intimate Apparel markets.

We are a textile wholesale company well known in the trade for:

- High quality stretch LYCRA® fabrics
- Market leaders in product diversity and innovation
- Extensive stocked product ranges
- Exceptional customer service

Established in 1987, Eclipse Textiles imports Italian premium quality LYCRA® fabrics, as well as many other products from countries including Brazil, Korea and China for distribution within our markets.

Acquired by Charles Parsons in 2014, Eclipse is now part of the family that has been at the forefront of the Australian Textiles Industry for 100 Years. Charles Parsons are a family owned business with unique values. We both believe in developing Trusted Innovative Partnerships that are tailored to the needs of our suppliers and customers. These values are as unique today as they were 100 Years ago when their business was first established in 1915.
European Quality

Strengthened by over 50 years of experience in the textile industry, Carvico has, throughout its history, gradually consolidated and expanded its global reputation in the warp-knitted fabric sector.

Carvico stands out from the crowd for its active commitment to technological innovation processes, continually engaged in the research and application of avant-garde solutions that bring products of excellence and quality to the market and produce a level of customer service that is at the apex of the sector.

Innovative technology, quality without compromise and research into style: these are the key words that for over 30 years have been the hallmark of the identity and success of Jersey Lomellina SpA, international leaders in the circular knit fabrics industry.

Great attention is paid to every detail at all stages of the production process where meticulous checks and selective tests are carried out to ensure that the fabrics offered by the company are of the highest quality.
EUROJERSEY is well known at international level for the high-performing characteristics of its Sensitive® Fabrics. Behind their success lies an entrepreneurial spirit which combines innovation and constant attention to quality with the sustainable development of large-scale production.

Sensitive® Fabrics combine the unique qualities of inventiveness and Italian style. Their manufacturing methods, developed and patented by EUROJERSEY itself, allow for the creation of high quality coloured and printed fabrics using innovative techniques which enhance the creativity of the design.

Their fully integrated production plant is one of the most advanced in the world. State of the art machinery allows them to manage the entire process, from knitting to dyeing, finishing to printing. Thanks to the company’s experience and to their continued research they have perfected their Sensitive® Fabrics through an extremely efficient organization of production.
Our Product Diversity

Our high quality products are used across a variety of markets, some designed specifically, and some that can be used across all areas.

Swimwear:
Eclipse Textiles swimwear fabrics are selected with quality, innovation, technology and creative freedom in mind, to ensure we provide only the best selection for our customers.

Activewear:
The range of our active sports fabrics is based on advanced technology, performance benefits and comfort, giving you the highest quality fabric to work with.

Fashion:
Eclipse Textiles is engaging up-to-date fashion trends, contemporary styles and refined glamour to always present you with the most seasonable fabrics.

Dancewear:
The Eclipse dancewear fabrics reflect what you need most on stage: vibrancy, elegance, special themes, glamorous sheers and shine to make your performance a real extravaganza.

Intimate Apparel:
Care is taken when choosing the fabrics for our intimate apparel range. Aspects like perfect support, caressing softness and cosy comfort are considered in compiling a range that makes your garment feel sensational.
Quality Control

The Charles Parsons Laboratory which we have access to, based in Melbourne, is a highly diversified textile testing laboratory with accreditation approval from LRQA for AS/NZS ISO 9001:2008. By continually updating their equipment and processes, as well as maintaining the most stringent and uncompromising standards, they provide services not only to our own Charles Parsons businesses but also to the textile industry at large.

In conjunction with our European suppliers commitment to customers is proved by the meticulous checks that accompany each stage of the manufacturing process: every single aspect of the production process, from raw materials (fibres, yarns, and dyes) to finished fabrics, is rigorously inspected by highly-qualified staff using cutting-edge assessment tools.

Continuous and significant investment in this field means that all fabrics produced comply with strict production specifications, enabling the group to guarantee that only top quality reaches the market.

At Eclipse Textiles we stand by our products with the confidence our Laboratory delivers, so that our customers in turn benefit from safe, performance assured textiles.
Product Development

Our product development team continuously monitors industry developments in the international market to provide our customers with the latest textile and yarn trends, innovative print designs and seasonal colour schemes.

Eclipse ensure key staff are on the ground at the most prestigious trade fairs, either researching new product trends, or displaying our quality products alongside our European Alliances.

Our design team also offers a personalized service for our customers arranging individual print styles and colour requests, custom dye batches as well as multiple print programs including direct digital, sublimation and screen.

Due to our on the pulse research and working hand in hand with our suppliers, we have an extensive sourcing library accessible to our customers for specific batch requests. This gives our customers the opportunity to incorporate something truly unique into their range.
Customer Service

Eclipse is proud to have a customer ownership program in place, where each customer is allocated their own dedicated customer service rep to assist them in all aspects of ordering, product information, freight enquiries and additional information they may require.

Dealing with the same people on a daily or weekly basis has help us build strong relationship and understand what it is our customers do and how we can best assist each of them individually. We have many long standing customers who prefer to deal with our team due to the personalized service we offer.

Our customers are always kept up to date through our internal coding programme which allows them to be automatically sent any new samples or important email notifications relevant to their market. Keeping our customers in touch with the industry is something we pride ourselves in.
Where freedom of movement and comfort merge, creating a range of high quality, breathable stretch fabrics for the sports industry.
EMPOWER SUPPLEX® LYCRA®

The Eclipse Empower SUPPLEX® Nylon LYCRA® range contains branded SUPPLEX® which is a specialized INVISTA® yarn. The unique air jet texturising process gives the fabric an illusion of a natural feeling product, whilst still providing you with the performance benefits of a Nylon yarn.

SUPPLEX® yarn is breathable, faster drying than Cotton, crease resistant and extremely durable. Along with the added benefits of LYCRA® fiber, our fabric will also give your garment support and freedom of movement. Also, with the benefits of INVISTA® LYCRA® fiber, it holds shape and retention, which is an essential requirement for the sports industry.

OEKOTEX® STANDARD 100 CERTIFIED

The OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 is a globally uniform testing and certification system for textile raw materials, intermediate and end products at all stages of production. Its aim is to ensure products are free of harmful substances.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

Composition:
89% Supplex®, 11% LYCRA®

Weight:
260gsm +/- 5%

Width:
150cm +/- 5%

Request a sample

The independent BLUESIGN® system pursues the unique approach to minimize the environmental impact throughout the production process.

As a result, the textile industry manages the natural resources soundly and responsibly, reduces water and air emissions, improves its waste water treatment and generally reduces its ecological footprint.
EMPOWER SUPPLEX® LYCRA® HEAVY WEIGHT

High quality Supplex® LYCRA® stocked in a number of on trend colours. Superior natural Cotton handle due to the use of jet air textured Nylon yarn. Features like breathability and faster drying than Cotton, make Supplex® the ideal choice for a supportive active sports garment.

Combined with the higher LYCRA® content, the heavier weight gives you support, shape and retention which is an essential requirement for the sports industry.

**Oekotex® Standard 100 Certified**
The OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 is a globally uniform testing and certification system for textile raw materials, intermediate and end products at all stages of production. Its aim is to ensure products are free of harmful substances.

**Bluesign® Approved**
The independent BLUESIGN® system pursues the unique approach to minimize the environmental impact throughout the production process.

As a result, the textile industry manages the natural resources soundly and responsibly, reduces water and air emissions, improves its waste water treatment and generally reduces its ecological footprint.

**Product Specifications:**
Composition:
86% Supplex®, 14% LYCRA®

Weight:
280gsm +/- 5%

Width:
150cm +/- 5%

Features and Benefits:
- BLUESIGN® approved
- OEKO-TEX® 100 Certified
- Breathable
- Moisture wicking
- Soft natural handle
- Faster drying than cotton
- Easy care
- Crease resistant
- Shape retention
- Maximum durability
- Branded LYCRA®

www.ecliptextiles.com.au
SUBLI-COOL 2.0

Subli-Cool 2.0 is a warp knit fabric with performance features that are perfect for the serious athlete.

Providing superior performance properties, Subli-Cool 2.0 is sweat absorbing, quick drying, plus cool and comfortable to wear due to its advanced yarn construction. With powerful support and exceptional handle, Subli-Cool 2.0 will give you the confidence you need.

With the added benefits of deep vivid colours that are achieved with minimal grin through when sublimated, your garment will perform at its best.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Composition:
74% Polyester, 26% Elastane

Weight:
250gsm +/- 5%

Width:
150cm +/- 5%
SUBLI-COOL 3D

Subli-Cool 3D surface technology gives you a completely different dimension by taking our Subli-Cool 2.0 base to the next level. This unique 3D surface effect creates a sporty yet fashionable finish to make your garment truly unique.

Whilst still providing the superior performance properties of the Subli-Cool 2.0 yarn technology, you can not only feel confident but also look fantastic. Combine with our Subli-cool 2.0 Black as a feature, or use as a statement piece on its own. Our 3D surface technology designs will only be available for a limited time only. Once these designs are sold out, they will be replaced with a new and exciting design picked from our extensive library of fashionable and active inspired patterns, allowing us to bring an impressive variety into our range and giving you the opportunity to create something truly unique each time.

You can also select your own 3D custom design from our library for your very own custom batch. Once your order is confirmed, your selected design will become unavailable to our customer base for a 12 month period.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
- Great fit and comfort
- Shape retention
- Outstanding quality
- Maximum durability
- Extra strength
- Quick drying
- Durable and hardwearing

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Composition:
74% Polyester, 26% Elastane

Base Weight (Before 3D application):
250gsm +/- 5%

Width:
150cm +/- 5%
VELVET SOLID

A traditional stretch solid velvet supplied in an array of classic colours, providing a high quality traditional fabric for gymnastics and the stage.

Ideal for costumes designed for comfort due to its exceptional softness, total comfort and high quality velvet pile.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

Composition:
90% Polyester, 10% Elastane

Weight:
300gsm +/- 5%

Width:
145cm +/- 5%
DE LUXE FOILED VELVET

A textured velvet topped with a complementing foil to enhance the lustre and shine that velvet naturally gives. Available in a number of classical colours as well as a few eye catching Tye-Dyes that match back to our new Dual Activator range. Ideal for costumes designed for comfort due to its exceptional softness, total comfort and high quality velvet pile.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

Composition:
90% Polyester, 10% Elastane

Weight:
300gsm +/- 5%

Width:
145cm +/- 5%

DE LUXE FOILED VELVET

Gold on Old Gold

Onyx on Black

Platinum on Silver

www.eclipsetextiles.com.au
TYE-DYE DE-LUXE FOILED VELVET

A tye dyed textured velvet topped with a complementing rainbow foil to bring the base colour combination to life. Available in two rich colour combinations that match back to our new Tye Dye Dual Activator range. Ideal for costumes designed for comfort due to its exceptional softness, total comfort and high quality velvet pile.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition: 90% Polyester, 10% Elastane
Weight: 300gsm +/- 5%
Width: 145cm +/- 5%

SWING TAGS:
Front Back
Request a sample
Learn more

Oilslick Tye-Dye
Tinkerbelle Tye-Dye
ADVANCED RECYCLED VITA XTRA LIFE LYCRA®

Advanced Recycled Carvico techno-fabric made with ECONYL® - 100% regenerated nylon fiber from pre- and post-consumer materials. Due to the latest yarn and knitting technologies, it is 20% flatter than your normal Matt Nylon LYCRA®, even though it still has the same classic power and coverage. Thanks to its innovative construction and presence of Xtra Life LYCRA®, it is more chlorine resistant than your average swimwear fabric.

Xtra Life LYCRA® Fiber resists fabric breakdown more than 5 times longer than your average chlorine-resistant spandex. Fiber breakage can cause fabric breakdown very quickly. Swimwear garments using Xtra Life LYCRA® Fiber have no significant fiber breakage even after 240 hours of exposure.

The colours marked as polyester have been manufactured using a polyester fiber to achieve the highest colour fastness values technically possible for these colours.

VITA NYLON XTRA LIFE LYCRA®

**PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS**

- Composition: 78% Regenerated Nylon, 22% Xtra Life LYCRA®
- Weight: 190gsm +/- 5%
- Width: 150cm +/- 2%

VITA POLYESTER XTRA LIFE LYCRA®

**PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS**

- Composition: 78% Recycled Polyester, 22% Xtra Life LYCRA®
- Weight: 190gsm +/- 5%
- Width: 150cm +/- 2%

**SWING TAGS:**

- Front Front
- Back Back
- Front Back
- Front Front
- Back Back

www.eclipsetextiles.com.au
ADVANCED RECYCLED VITA POWER XTRA LIFE LYCRA®

Advanced Recycled Vita Power is a brand new heavy weight version of our standard Advanced Recycled Vita quality. Created specifically with a heavier weight in mind, this extra feature gives you support and fabric coverage in areas that need it most. A great fabric choice for Active sports garments that are designed to shape, support and enhance the silhouette.

Made from the same Econyl® recycled Nylon fibre, this component puts this new base the forefront of a sustainable and high performance fabric choice. Also, with the benefits of INVISTA® LYCRA® fiber, it holds shape and retention, which is an essential requirement for the sports industry.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Composition:
78% Regenerated Nylon, 22% Xtra Life LYCRA®

Weight:
225gsm +/- 5%

Width:
150cm +/- 2%

SWING TAGS:
Front Back Front Back

www.ecliptextiles.com.au
CLASSIC MATT XTRA LIFE LYCRA®

Classic Matt Nylon, the perfect balance between lightness and elasticity. Carvico Matt fabric has been awarded the prestigious Xtra Life LYCRA® certificate thanks to its unprecedented array of outstanding features. It is chlorine and abrasions resistant, UPF 50+, and remains unaltered over time.

Xtra Life LYCRA® Fiber resists fabric breakdown more than 5 times longer than your average chlorine-resistant spandex. Fiber breakage can cause fabric breakdown very quickly. Swimwear garments using Xtra Life LYCRA® Fiber have no significant fiber breakage even after 240 hours of exposure.

The colours marked as polyester have been manufactured using a polyester fiber to achieve the highest colour fastness values technically possible for these colours.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
- Matt appearance
- Abrasion resistant
- Great fit and comfort
- Extra strength
- Outstanding quality
- Shape retention
- Maximum durability
- UPF 50+ sun protection
- 4 1/2 times chlorine resistant
- Premium quality Carvico product
- Branded Xtra Life LYCRA®

MATT NYLON XTRA LIFE LYCRA® PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Composition:
80% Nylon, 20% Xtra Life LYCRA®

Weight:
190gsm +/- 5%

Width:
150cm +/- 2%

MATT POLYESTER XTRA LIFE LYCRA® PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Composition:
80% Polyester, 20% Xtra Life LYCRA®

Weight:
190gsm +/- 5%

Width:
150cm +/- 2%

SWING TAGS:

Front  Back  Front  Back
BRIGHT XTRA LIFE LYCRA®

Classic Bright Nylon, the perfect balance between lightness and elasticity. The surface of this classic charmeuse, one of the evergreen fabrics inside Carvico’s collections, features a special glimmer. Bright Xtra Life LYCRA® is a balanced mix of glamour, style and comfort and guarantees a perfect fit under any circumstances.

Xtra Life LYCRA® Fiber resists fabric breakdown more than 5 times longer than your average chlorine-resistant spandex. Fiber breakage can cause fabric breakdown very quickly. Garments using Xtra Life LYCRA® Fiber have no significant fiber breakage even after 240 hours of exposure.

A Bright Polyester LYCRA® version is also available in white, and is recommended for use in any garment involving splicing between white and a colour with low colour fastness results.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Lustrous shine
- Great fit and comfort
- Extra strength
- Outstanding quality
- Shape retention
- Maximum durability
- UPF 50+ sun protection
- 4 1/2 times chlorine resistant
- Premium quality Carvico product
- Branded Xtra Life LYCRA®

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Composition:
80% Nylon, 20% Xtra Life LYCRA®

Weight:
190gsm +/- 5%

Width:
150cm +/- 2%

Learn more  Request a sample

SWING TAGS:

Front  Back  Front  Back

www.eclipsetextiles.com.au
### INFINITY

Infinity is ideal for the creation of activity sportswear, especially for Yoga collections. Thanks to the yarn it contains, LYCRA® elastane and its 360 free-cut construction, it has a wonderfully soft hand feel and remarkable elasticity and recovery power. It provides an excellent muscle support / compression, and consequently promotes a faster recovery after sport activity. Infinity brings perfect fit, and freedom of movement. Ideal for the production of long-lasting garment to be worn even during the most challenging sport activities.

#### INFINITY NYLON PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

- **Composition:** 75% Nylon, 25% LYCRA®
- **Weight:** 195gsm +/- 5%
- **Width:** 150cm +/- 3%

#### INFINITY POLYESTER PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

- **Composition:** 75% Polyester, 25% LYCRA®
- **Weight:** 195gsm +/- 5%
- **Width:** 150cm +/- 3%

#### FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Muscle compression
- Perfect fit without limiting body movement
- Long lasting
- Soft hand feel
- Recovery power
- Freedom of movement
- 360 free-cut construction
- Remarkable elasticity
- Premium quality Jersey Lomillina product
- Branded LYCRA®

**UPF 50+**

Protection from:
- UV radiation
- Sunburn
- Skin damage
- Skin cancer

Rating - UPF 50+

Excellent protection

LYCRA® is a trademark of INVISTA
THE SECRET OF THIS FABRIC IS WELL ILLUSTRATED BY ITS NAME WONDER, A TECHNOLOGICAL MIRACLE MADE INTO FABRIC: ONE OF THE MOST CUTTING-EDGE TEXTILE PRODUCTS CURRENTLY ON THE MARKET IT BOASTS EXCELLENT SHAPING POWER AND IT IS HIGHLY RESISTANT TO CHLORINE, SUN CREAMS AND OIL.

A SUCCESSFUL MIX OF STYLE AND PERFORMANCE, WHICH BOOSTS MICRO-CIRCULATION AND PROMOTES THE RIGHT MUSCLE OXYGENATION, BOTH DURING SPORT ACTIVITY AND WHEN AT REST.

POLYESTER VERSION AVAILABLE FOR A SUBLIMATION BASE.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Composition:
80% Nylon, 20% LYCRA®

Weight:
220gsm +/- 5%

Width:
150cm +/- 3%

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Cutting edge technology
- Excellent shaping power
- Chlorine, sun cream and oil resistant
- Promotes muscle oxygenation
- Paper touch handle
- Flat surface
- Premium quality Jersey Lomillina product
- Branded LYCRA®

SWING TAGS:

Front
Back

LYCRA® is a trademark of INVISTA
OLYMPIC

Olympic LYCRA® is a high quality fine gauge circular knit fabric, offering a smooth second skin sublimation base, and unique performance benefits.

Olympic LYCRA® is soft and comfortable, yet still strong enough to assist in muscle control. It is quick drying, hard wearing ultra flat Polyester, with a perfect fit due to Invista’s LYCRA® technology.

It is a high quality print base with minimum grin through due to the technology of a fine gauge knit.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Composition:
83% Polyester, 17% LYCRA®

Weight:
195gsm +/- 5%

Width:
160cm +/- 3%

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
- Sublimation base
- Compact opaque fabric
- Protection from UVA and UVB rays
- Soft second-skin feel
- Perfect fit without limiting body movement
- Breathable and quick drying
- Soft with extra comfort
- Light weight construction
- Premium quality Jersey Lomillina product
- Branded LYCRA®

SWING TAGS:
Front Back

UPDATED
SENSITIVE CLASSIC LYCRA®

The first to be created and original Sensitive fabric, its perfect mix of microfiber with 28% Lycra fibre guarantees the best aesthetic and functional characteristics. Discover all of the incomparable performance features the sensitive classic fabric entails which includes extra comfort, body moisture wicking, quick drying, sun blocking, extra fine, chlorine resistance, no pilling, easy care and wrinkle free.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Code: BFAQ 036 Black
Composition: 72% Microfiber, 28% LYCRA®
Weight: 164gsm +/- 6%
Width: 140cm +/- 2%

SENSITIVE BONDED LYCRA®

Created using a special technique which unites two strands of Sensitive Classic fabric melding them together, they are perfect for heavier or more constructed garments.

The Bonded version is also useful for the manufacture of shoulder straps and reinforcements.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Code: BTF5 036 Black
Composition: 72% Microfiber, 28% LYCRA®
Weight: 340gsm +/- 6%
Width: 135cm +/- 2%
SENSITIVE BONDED PERFORATED LYCRA®

Sensitive is a coordinated system of versatile, high-performing fabrics, which thanks to its patented knit structure, gives you characteristics which add value to garments by raising their performance and aesthetic qualities.

Created using a special technique which unites two strands of Sensitive Classic fabric melding them together, they are perfect for heavier or more constructed garments. The Perforated version is the perfect piece to splice your garment and give it a fashionable yet sporty edge plus extra ventilation.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
• Super Comfortable
• Extraordinarily soft to the touch
• Perfectly Uniform
• Ultra fine and extremely light
• Breathable
• Absolute easy care

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Code: GGFO 036 Black
Composition: 72% Microfiber, 28% LYCRA®
Weight: 340gsm +/- 5%
Width: 135cm +/- 2%
RENEW PRIME

Renew Prime, sustainable fabric made with ECONYL® nylon from 100% regenerated nylon waste is ideal to offer high levels of elasticity and an outstanding shape recovery power which can enhance the sport performances of those who wear it.

The fabric is ecofriendly, with the aim of promoting a global respect of the environment. This starts from the production process and extends to the final user.

Jersey Lomellina has committed to make its production cycle absolutely transparent from raw materials to the delivery of fabrics.

Renew Prime also guarantees the correct muscular compression reducing vibration, supporting muscles during the movements and decreasing strain.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
- Freedom of movement
- UV protective
- Breathable
- Light
- Fast drying
- Great fit and comfort
- Pilling and abrasion resistant
- Excellent coverage
- 100% of recycled materials
- Branded Lycra®

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Composition:
65% Regenerated Nylon, 35% Xtra Life Lycra®

Weight:
190gsm +/- 5%

Width:
150cm +/- 2%
SUBLI-SWIFT

Subli-swift is a naturally quick drying light weight stretch woven Polyester, designed specifically for the application of run shorts, board shorts, or any garment that could benefit from the unique characteristics this fabric offers.

The polyester content combined with the tight woven construction creates an outstanding crisp printed finish. Due to the fabrics performance features of quick drying, and light weight construction, Subli-swift is the perfect lightweight sublimation base for the sportswear industry.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Light Weight
- Quick Drying
- Maximum durability
- Sublimation base
- Premium quality
- Great Fit and Comfort

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Composition:
92% Polyester, 8% Elastane

Weight:
160gsm +/- 5%

Width:
145cm +/- 5%
ECLIPSEPAAQUE LYCRA®

UPF 50+ Eclipsepaque LYCRA® is a circular knit non-transparent fabric containing ceramic core technology. The Polyester yarn contains ceramic within the central core of its filaments. This technology prevents the “see-through” effect, in turn creating a UV blocking fabric. Due to the construction, the fabric also offers a completely new handle, creating a powdery feel with a graceful drape.

Also, with the benefits of Invista’s LYCRA® product, it holds shape and retention, which is an essential requirement for the sports industry.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
- See-through prevention
- UV blocking
- Cooling effect
- Powdery feel
- Graceful drape
- Great fit and comfort
- UPF 50+ sun protection
- Strong knit structure
- Branded LYCRA®

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Composition:
90% Polyester, 15% LYCRA®

Weight:
250gsm +/- 5%

Width:
145cm +/- 2%

SWING TAGS:
PURA Range

Where sustainability and eco-friendly finishes come to the forefront, giving you a range of pure natural high quality fabrics that envelope the skin.
PURA - COTTON

Our new PURA Cotton range uses the highest quality natural Combed Cotton yarns. In conjunction with its smooth bio-polished surface that is created by using a unique environmentally friendly biodegradable enzyme, the Eclipse PURA Cotton range is at the forefront of quality, eco-friendly finishes, and innovation.

The Cotton yarn used has the added benefits of being combed, which gives our fabric a premium soft quality finish. The additional combing procedure teases away any impurities and short fibers before being spun into yarn, resulting in producing a high-quality fabric with excellent strength, softness and minimizes pilling. Cotton also naturally draws away heat to keep you cool, along with the benefits of moisture absorbency and breathability.

The smooth bio-polished surface of our PURA Cotton range is created by using a unique environmentally friendly biodegradable enzyme. The enzyme removes the protruding fibres on the fabric surface, significantly reducing pilling, softens the fabric and gives a sensational smooth appearance. As the enzyme is natural and not a chemical finish it is classed as Eco-Friendly and biodegradable.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Eco-friendly
- Biodegradable
- Smooth surface
- Soft handle
- Premium quality
- Natural product
- Breathable
- Moisture absorbent
- Combed Cotton

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Composition:
93% Combed Cotton, 7% Elastane

Weight:
210gsm +/- 5%

Width:
150cm +/- 5%
PURA - COTTON HEAVY WEIGHT

Our new Heavy Weight PURA Cotton range uses the highest quality natural Combed Cotton yarns. In conjunction with its smooth bio-polished surface that is created by using a unique environmentally friendly biodegradable enzyme, the Eclipse PURA Cotton range is at the forefront of quality, eco-friendly finishes, and innovation.

The Cotton yarn used has the added benefits of being combed, which gives our fabric a premium soft quality finish. The additional combing procedure teases away any impurities and short fibers before being spun into yarn, resulting in producing a high-quality fabric with excellent strength, softness and minimizes pilling. Cotton also naturally draws away heat to keep you cool, along with the benefits of moisture absorbency and breathability. The higher elastane content and heavier weight also gives you a great supportive garment where required.

The smooth bio-polished surface of our PURA Cotton range is created by using a unique environmentally friendly biodegradable enzyme. The enzyme removes the protruding fibres on the fabric surface, significantly reducing pilling, softens the fabric and gives a sensational smooth appearance. As the enzyme is natural and not a chemical finish it is classed as Eco-Friendly and biodegradable.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
- Eco-friendly
- Biodegradable
- Smooth surface
- Soft handle
- Premium quality
- Natural product
- Breathable
- Moisture absorbent
- Combed Cotton

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition:
87% Cotton, 13% Elastane

Weight:
280gsm +/- 5%

Width:
150cm +/- 2%

SWING TAGS:
Front Back

White
Marine

Learn more  Request a sample
PURU - BAMBOO

Our new PURA Bamboo range is made from Bamboo pulp, creating a sustainable yet durable natural fabric that is beautifully soft and pleasant to touch. PURA Bamboo also has many other great natural features such as moisture wicking, breathability, thermo regulating, anti-bacterial and deodorization properties, bringing the Eclipse PURA Bamboo range to the forefront of quality Sustainable and Bio-degradable fabrics.

Our Bamboo yarn is derived from this unique plants cellulose pulp, keeping the raw natural properties that make Bamboo so beneficial to wear. PURA Bamboo is also beautifully soft and has a sensational fashionable drape creating a fabric that is pleasant to the touch and envelops the skin giving the wearer a level of comfort and style.

The Bamboo pulps moisture wicking and thermo regulating properties make it comfortable to wear keeping you cool in summer and warm in winter. It also contains natural functions of anti-bacteria and deodorization properties whilst still being resilient, durable, and hyper allergenic for sensitive skin.

Bamboo is one of the fastest growing plants in the world that can replenish itself within one year. Very little Bamboo is irrigated making its water use highly efficient and environmentally friendly. It is naturally prolific and pest resistant which means it does not need fertilizers to boost its growth or pesticides to maintain its quality. It also absorbs more carbon dioxide and releases more oxygen from the air than any other timber giving you a much greener option.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Sustainable
- Biodegradable
- Thermal regulating
- Anti-bacterial
- Resilient and durable
- Naturally moisture wicking
- Great moisture apportion
- Breathable
- Hyper allergenic
- Beautifully soft
- Pleasant to touch

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Composition:
93% Bamboo, 7% Elastane

Weight:
240gsm +/- 5%

Width:
150cm +/- 5%
PURA - BAMBOO HEAVY WEIGHT

Our new PURA Bamboo range is made from Bamboo pulp, creating a sustainable yet durable natural fabric that is beautifully soft and pleasant to touch. PURA Bamboo also has many other great natural features such as moisture wicking, breathability, thermo regulating, anti-bacterial and deodorization properties, bringing the Eclipse PURA Bamboo range to the forefront of quality Sustainable and Bio-degradable fabrics.

Our Bamboo yarn is derived from this unique plant’s cellulose pulp, keeping the raw natural properties that make Bamboo so beneficial to wear. PURA Bamboo is also beautifully soft and has a sensational fashionable drape creating a fabric that is pleasant to the touch and envelopes the skin giving the wearer a level of comfort and style.

The Bamboo pulp’s moisture wicking and thermo regulating properties make it comfortable to wear keeping you cool in summer and warm in winter. It also contains natural functions of anti-bacteria and deodorization properties whilst still being resilient, durable, and hyper allergenic for sensitive skin.

Bamboo is one of the fastest growing plants in the world that can replenish itself within one year. Very little Bamboo is irrigated making its water use highly efficient and environmentally friendly. It is naturally prolific and pest resistant which means it does not need fertilizers to boost its growth or pesticides to maintain its quality. It also absorbs more carbon dioxide and releases more oxygen from the air than any other timber giving you a much greener option.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
- Sustainable
- Biodegradable
- Thermal regulating
- Anti-bacterial
- Resilient and durable
- Naturally moisture wicking
- Great moisture apportion
- Breathable
- Hyper allergenic
- Beautifully soft
- Pleasant to touch

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition:
63% Bamboo, 37% Elastane

Weight:
380gsm +/- 5%

Width:
150cm +/- 5%
Polyester Sublimation Bases

Where a range of fabrics come together giving you a blank canvas to create your own outstanding dynamic, sublimated printed finish with no yellowing and minimal shrinkage.
SUBLIMATION BASES

Even though all of these fabrics are polyester based, each one is unique in regards to its knit construction, yarn performance, and fabric behaviour in general. They are designed specifically for its targeted end use, are of the highest quality standard, and all of them create an outstanding dynamic, crisp, clean printed finish with no yellowing and minimal shrinkage.

SUBLI-SHEEN POLYESTER

The Eclipse Subli-Sheen sublimation base has been created specifically to give you a unique crisp and lustrous canvas to enhance your next sublimation print. Thanks to its unique shape, the high quality trilobal yarn reflects an eye-catching yet subtle elegant shimmer, coming to life under the stage lights. In conjunction with the fabrics extra weight and high elastane content, it also gives you great support and coverage along with freedom of movement. Subli-Sheen is quick drying with great stretch and recovery.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

Composition: 77% Polyester 23% Elastane
Weight: 240gsm +/-5%
Width: 150cm +/-5%

SUBLI-SOFT

Heavy weight and supportive yet soft, comfortable and odour free fabric that gives you the feeling of a natural fibre such as Cotton whilst still giving you the performance benefits that a Polyester yarn naturally gives. The extra weight along with the interlock knit construction also gives you a flat yet supportive base to work with. Even though the surface effect is slightly brushed, the soft finish still gives a clean and crisp printed effect. Combined with the natural benefits of a quick drying and durable Polyester, it is also complemented with an Anti-bacterial finish, keeping your garment fresh during and after your workout by eliminating odour and inhibiting bacterial growth.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

Composition: 80% Polyester 20% Elastane
Weight: 230gsm +/-5%
Width: 150cm +/-5%
OASIS

Soft, comfortable and odour free. This double sueded Polyester envelopes the skin, giving you the feeling of a natural fibre such as Cotton plus the added performance benefits that a Polyester yarn naturally gives. Perfect for printed T-Shirts. Even though the surface effect is slightly brushed, the soft finish still gives a clean and crisp printed effect. Combined with the natural benefits of a quick drying and durable Polyester, it is also complemented with an Anti-bacterial finish, keeping your garment fresh during and after your workout by inhibiting bacterial growth and eliminating odour.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition: 92% Polyester 8% Elastane
Weight: 180gsm +/-5%
Width: 150cm +/-5%

ACTIVA

A heavy weight Polyester sublimation base with an air jet textured natural handle. The ideal choice for a supportive active wear garment sporting your unique print. Activa’s spongy handle gives you that natural feel yet the performance benefits of Polyester. It is quick drying, hard wearing and comfortable to wear. Combined with a high LYCRA® content and tight knit construction, the heavier weight gives you support and shape retention which is an essential requirement for the sports industry.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition: 87% Polyester 13% LYCRA®
Weight: 280gsm +/-5%
Width: 150cm +/-5%

RECYCLED VITA POLYESTER

Due to the latest yarn and knitting technologies, it is 20% flatter than your normal Basic Matt Polyester LYCRA®, even though it still has the same classic power and coverage. Its innovative Construction and presence of XTRA LIFE LYCRA®, is more chlorine resistant than your average swimwear fabric. The fabrics flat surface is the perfect platform to apply your own sublimation print, creating a magnificent crisp, clean finish. Its soft and smooth surface also meets the highest quality standards for sublimation print technology.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition: 78% Polyester 22% Xtra Life LYCRA®
Weight: 190gsm +/-5%
Width: 150cm +/-2%
BASIC MATT POLYESTER

Carvico’s Basic Matt Polyester Xtra Life LYCRA® fabric meets the highest quality standards for sublimation technology. The benefits of Invista’s Xtra Life LYCRA® yarn technology, combined with the natural benefits of Polyester, make this product the perfect choice for a sport or swim sublimation base. The hard wearing, quick drying and maximum durability of Polyester, combined with Invista’s LYCRA® quality, creates a crisp matt printed finish, whilst still holding its shape and retention.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition: 82% Polyester 18% Xtra Life LYCRA®
Weight: 190gsm +/-5%
Width: 150cm +/-2%

SUBLI-COOL 2.0

Subli-Cool 2.0 Polyester is a warp knit fabric with performance features that are perfect for the serious athlete. Providing superior performance properties, Subli-Cool is sweat absorbing, quick drying, plus cool and comfortable to wear due to its advanced technology yarn construction. With an exceptional weight and handle, Subli-Cool also gives you deep and vivid colours when sublimating, which is essential for the sports wear industry.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition: 47% Polyester 53% PBT
Weight: 250gsm +/-5%
Width: 150cm +/-5%

CHLORINE PROOF AQUALIFE

Aqualife Polyester fabric is a breakthrough in chlorine proof swimwear, providing chlorine resistance without compromising on elasticity and wearability. This sublimation base dries quickly, is pleasant to wear, and prolonged contact with chlorine does not cause it to lose its elasticity, which frequently occurs in classic Elastane fabrics. Aqualife is the perfect solution for a high quality sublimation base, with the ultimate performance in chlorine resistance.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition: 47% Polyester 53% PBT
Weight: 170gsm +/-5%
Width: 160cm +/-2%
**SUBLI-SPORT**

Subli-Sport Polyester is a warp knit nontransparent fabric containing ceramic core technology. The Polyester yarn contains ceramic within the central core of its filaments. This technology prevents the “see-through” effect, in turn creating a UV blocking fabric. Due to the yarn construction, it also creates a cooling effect by reflecting the heat rays, thus keeping the wearer cool and refreshed. Subli-Sport is the perfect solution for sublimation printing when working with large white areas due to the nontransparent effect it creates.

**PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Composition: 82% Polyester 18% Xtra Life LYCRA®
- Weight: 240gsm +/-5%
- Width: 150cm +/-2%

**SPIDER**

Spider, the innovative bi-elastic micro mesh by Carvico, features both great stretch and breathability, and ensures at the same time maximum comfort and perfect fit. Its special structure makes it extremely moisture wicking so that your skin will stay fresh and dry while you are training or practicing your favourite sport. This new techno-fabric is perfect for the production of ergonomic and aerodynamic sublimation garments that suit all sportswear applications.

**PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Composition: 82% Polyester 18% LYCRA®
- Weight: 210gsm +/-5%
- Width: 145cm +/-2%
VELVET

A traditional stretch solid velvet supplied in an array of classic colours, providing a high quality traditional fabric for gymnastics and the stage. Ideal for costumes designed for comfort due to its exceptional softness, total comfort and high quality velvet pile.

A range of colours available.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition:
90% Polyester 10% Elastane
Weight: 300gsm +/-5%
Width: 145cm +/-5%

SUBLI-SWIFT

Subli-swift is a naturally quick drying light weight stretch woven Polyester, designed specifically for the application of run shorts, board shorts, or any garment that could benefit from the unique characteristics this fabric offers. The polyester content combined with the tight woven construction creates an outstanding crisp printed finish. Due to the fabrics performance features of quick drying, and light weight construction, Subli-swift is the perfect lightweight sublimation base for the sportswear industry.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition:
92% Polyester 8% Elastane
Weight: 160gsm +/-5%
Width: 145cm +/-5%

WONDER

One of the most cutting-edge textile products currently on the market it boasts excellent shaping power and it is resistant to chlorine, sun creams and oil. A successful mix of style and performance, which boosts microcirculation and promotes the right muscle oxygenation, both during sport activity and when at rest. Unique paper touch handle and flat surface, this fabric gives you a clean, crisp sophisticated sublimation finish. Also available in Black Nylon.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition:
73% Polyester 27% LYCRA®
Weight: 220gsm (+/-5%)
Width: 150cm (+/-3%)

LYCRA® is a trademark of INVISTA
DOLOMITI POLYESTER LYCRA®

Dolomiti Polyester LYCRA® fabric is an innovative bi-elastic brushed techno fabric, developed specifically for high-performance sportswear. Soft, comfortable and with a pleasant hand feel, Dolomiti offers excellence in breathability, plus a high resistance to pilling and abrasion. The perfect sublimation base for a soft, brushed, comfortable fabric.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

Composition:
85% Polyester 15% LYCRA®

Weight: 250gsm +/- 5%

Width: 165cm +/- 2%
CUSTOM PRINT SERVICES

CUSTOM PRINTING

Combining the latest print technology, high quality inks and exceptional service, Eclipse Textiles can also supply your own unique custom print or you can select from our extensive artwork library that is all ready to go.

We can offer you the choice of direct digital printing, sublimation printing or traditional screen print services.

Contact us to find out more today!

PRINTING SERVICES AVAILABLE:

• Sublimation Printing
• Panel Printing
• Direct Digital Printing
• Screen Printing

SUBLIMATION PRINTING GUIDELINES:
Combining the latest print technology, high quality inks and exceptional service, Eclipse Textiles can supply your own custom print this swimwear season. Simply provide your own design or choose from our extensive library of print artwork that is available for you to use.

NOTE: THESE IMAGES ARE ARTWORK ONLY

Enquire Today  Learn more

Soft Garden: DES 4.0114 V1
Soft Garden: DES 4.0115 V1
Floral Flex: DES 4.0116 V1
Floral Flex: DES 4.0117 V1
Dashed Blooms: DES 4.0110 V1
Dashed Blooms: DES 4.0111 V1
Retro Waves: DES 4.0112 V1
Retro Waves: DES 4.0113 V1
Combining the latest print technology, high quality inks and exceptional service, Eclipse Textiles can supply your own custom print this swimwear season. Simply provide your own design or choose from our extensive library of print artwork that is available for you to use.

Enquire Today  Learn more

Combining the latest print technology, high quality inks and exceptional service, Eclipse Textiles can supply your own custom print this swimwear season. Simply provide your own design or choose from our extensive library of print artwork that is available for you to use.
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Combining the latest print technology, high quality inks and exceptional service, Eclipse Textiles can supply your own custom print this swimwear season. Simply provide your own design or choose from our extensive library of print artwork that is available for you to use.
Combining the latest print technology, high quality inks and exceptional service, Eclipse Textiles can supply your own custom print this swimwear season. Simply provide your own design or choose from our extensive library of print artwork that is available for you to use.

Enquire Today
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PRINT ARTWORK LIBRARY NOTE: THESE IMAGES ARE ARTWORK ONLY

Hyperreal Structure: DES 4.0056 V1
Hyperreal Structure: DES 4.0057 V1
Hyperreal Structure: DES 4.0058 V1
Hyperreal Structure: DES 4.0059 V1
Hyperreal Structure: DES 4.0095 V1
Hyperreal Structure: DES 4.0094 V1
Hyperreal Structure: DES 4.0093 V1
Hyperreal Structure: DES 4.0092 V1

www.eclipsetextiles.com.au
Combining the latest print technology, high quality inks and exceptional service, Eclipse Textiles can supply your own custom print this swimwear season. Simply provide your own design or choose from our extensive library of print artwork that is available for you to use.
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Combining the latest print technology, high quality inks and exceptional service, Eclipse Textiles can supply your own custom print this swimwear season. Simply provide your own design or choose from our extensive library of print artwork that is available for you to use.
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Crafted Minimalist: DES 4.0068 V1
Crafted Minimalist: DES 4.0069 V1
Crafted Minimalist: DES 4.0070 V1
Crafted Minimalist: DES 4.0071 V1
Crafted Minimalist: DES 4.0078 V1
Crafted Minimalist: DES 4.0077 V1
Crafted Minimalist: DES 4.0076 V1

www.eclipsetextiles.com.au
Combining the latest print technology, high quality inks and exceptional service, Eclipse Textiles can supply your own custom print this swimwear season. Simply provide your own design or choose from our extensive library of print artwork that is available for you to use.
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Surreal Nature: DES 4.0016 V1
Surreal Nature: DES 4.0017 V1
Surreal Nature: DES 4.0018 V1
Surreal Nature: DES 4.0019 V1
Surreal Nature: DES 4.0020 V1
Surreal Nature: DES 4.0021 V1
Surreal Nature: DES 4.0022 V1
Surreal Nature: DES 4.0023 V1
PRINT ARTWORK LIBRARY  
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Combining the latest print technology, high quality inks and exceptional service, Eclipse Textiles can supply your own custom print this swimwear season. Simply provide your own design or choose from our extensive library of print artwork that is available for you to use.

Enquire Today  Learn more

Surreal Nature: DES 4.0024 V1
Surreal Nature: DES 4.0025 V1
Surreal Nature: DES 4.0026 V1
Surreal Nature: DES 4.0027 V1
Urban Cultures: DES 4.0028 V1
Urban Cultures: DES 4.0029 V1
Urban Cultures: DES 4.0030 V1
Urban Cultures: DES 4.0031 V1
Combining the latest print technology, high quality inks and exceptional service, Eclipse Textiles can supply your own custom print this swimwear season. Simply provide your own design or choose from our extensive library of print artwork that is available for you to use.

Enquire Today  Learn more
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Combining the latest print technology, high quality inks and exceptional service, Eclipse Textiles can supply your own custom print this swimwear season. Simply provide your own design or choose from our extensive library of print artwork that is available for you to use.

Enquire Today  Learn more
Combining the latest print technology, high quality inks and exceptional service, Eclipse Textiles can supply your own custom print this swimwear season. Simply provide your own design or choose from our extensive library of print artwork that is available for you to use.

Virtual Youth: DES 4.0048 V1
Virtual Youth: DES 4.0049 V1
Virtual Youth: DES 4.0050 V1
Virtual Youth: DES 4.0051 V1
Modern Luxe: DES 4.0004 V1
Modern Luxe: DES 4.0005 V1
Modern Luxe: DES 4.0006 V1
Modern Luxe: DES 4.0007 V1
Complementing Fabrics

Where the final touches are found to complete your new look.
WET LOOK Lycra®

A high-end fashion fabric with a unique wet look appearance, combined with perfect fit and comfort, creating the must-have design feature for the fashionable active customer. With the benefits of Invista’s Lycra® product, it holds shape and retention which is an essential requirement for the sports industry.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition:
84.9% Nylon, 15.1% Lycra®

Weight:
235gsm +/- 5%

Width:
143cm +/- 5%
Subli-Air 2.0 cooling and wicking Polyester sports eyelet withstands high temperatures of sublimation printing, whilst still holding its body and shape creating an outstanding crisp printed finish.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition:
87% Cooling Polyester 13% Elastane
Weight:
210gsm +/-5%
Width:
150cm +/-5%
SPIDER MESH

Spider, the innovative bi-elastic micro mesh by Carvico, features both great stretch and breathability, and ensures at the same time maximum comfort and perfect fit. Its special structure makes it extremely moisture wicking so that your skin will stay fresh and dry while you are training or practicing your favourite sport.

This new techno-fabric is perfect for the production of ergonomic and aerodynamic garments that suit all sportswear applications.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

Composition:
80% Nylon, 20% Lycra®

Weight:
150gsm +/- 5%

Width:
150cm +/- 2%
STRETCH LACE

A range of high quality fashionable stretch laces which can be used in any market due to its traditional design and elegant effect. Through combining the technology of Elastane, this traditional lace can stretch and move to complement any of our other high quality stretch products.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition:
94% Nylon, 6% Elastane

Weight:
135gsm +/- 5%

Width:
150cm +/- 5%

Madame Fleur Black
House of Cards Black
Spring Bouquet Black
POWER MESH

A high quality Nylon Elastane Power Mesh offering superior support in any application. Due to its high Elastane content, power mesh holds, supports and controls in the areas that require additional attention.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition:
87% Nylon, 13% Elastane

Weight:
180gsm +/- 5%

Width:
147cm +/- 5%
POLYESTER 100% PBT LINER

High quality stretch PBT (Polybutylene terephthalate) Chlorine proof liner. Ideal for high performance and club swimwear or any liner which is exposed to high levels of Chlorine thanks to its 100% Chlorine resistance.

A liner specifically designed to compliment any Chlorine proof high performance swimwear garment.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

Composition:
47% Polybutylene terephthalate (PBT)
53% Polyester

Weight:
170gsm +/- 5%

Width:
160cm +/- 2%

SUPER SHEER NYLON LYCRA®

As light as a feather, super sheer Nylon LYCRA® offers exceptional performance and creates a high quality unique sheer effect where used.

The combination of its elegance and light weight construction offers a great choice for high-end garment liners, cover-ups, sheer inserts or free-flowing skirts, due to its exceptional drape.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

Composition:
90% Nylon, 10% LYCRA®

Weight:
85gsm +/- 5%

Width:
165cm +/- 2%

Learn more ▶️ Request a sample ▶️

White Skintone Black

White Nude Black

www.eclisetextiles.com.au

www.eclisetextiles.com.au
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RECYCLED EMBRACE POLYESTER LINER

Recycled Embrace Liner has been developed using recycled Polyester yarn extruded from PET bottles. Even though the yarn is recycled, it still has the performance benefits of your standard Polyester which is quick drying and hard wearing along with the added benefits of contributing to saving our environment. Soft and sensual Recycled Embrace liner, stocked in black, white and skintone. This basic palette caters for all markets where a garment liner is required. White is also suitable for sublimation.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Composition:
85% Recycled Polyester 15% Elastane
Weight:
125gsm +/- 5%
Width:
152cm +/- 5%
Stay Social

Connect with us online and stay up to date with the latest trends, news and range releases!

www.instagram.com/eclipsetextiles/
www.facebook.com/eclipsetextilescompanypage
www.twitter.com/Eclipse_Textile
www.linkedin.com/company/eclipse-textiles

Contact Us

Eclipse Textiles

Phone +61 7 3251 2970
Fax +61 7 3251 2971
Email eclipse@eclipsetextiles.com.au
Website www.eclipsetextiles.com.au

Address Unit 2, 20 Ashtan Place
Banyo
QLD 4014
Australia
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